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Finest Movies of Them All
WHAT rs CHRISTMAS

in your home? Chances
are, as viewed by individual members of
the family, it's a Iot of different things.
To a young child, Christmas is a day of
de light th at dawns with the fami liar living room
transformed into fa iryland, with a glowing and
fragrant tree sheltering a host of colorful a nd
crinkly packages, each of which opens to reveal
a toy more wonderful than those already
opened in happy disarray. It's a time when the
grownups a youngster has learned to trust
and Iove are never more outgiving with affection
. . . a period when mysterious and mouthwatering aromas from the kitchen culminate
in an eye-opening plateful that challenges even
the sturdiest of youthful appetites ... a day
that passes all too soo n, and ends in a fami liar
bed now laden with new playthings.
To an older child, Christmas brings the

family into sharper focu s. It's a moment in
which one discovers that giving can be as
pleasurable as receiving ... that offers a taste
of adulthood, through sharing with older
members of the family the happiness of younger
brothers and sisters.
Movie of the year
To parents, of course, Christmas is the climax
of months and weeks of planning and preparation . . . the season that makes everything
worth wh ile. And to mÖvie-making parents,
Christmas is even more: The opportunity fo r
the finest family movies of all ... the occasion
when invaluable growing-up sequences, perhaps missed in the rush and distractions of
everyday activities, can now be added to a
movie diary against the happiest and most
(Continued over the page)
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give you a Christmas record you'll never forget
-all the anticipation, preparation, and enjoyment of your happiest Christmas ever. Type A
Kodachrome Film, certainly, as much of
Christmas is an indoor season. And a roll,
at least, of Daylight Type for the outdoor scenes
you plan to shoot. Or, if you prefer, you can
use " Type A" for any ahd all shootings-"as
is" indoors; outdoors, shot through a Kodak
Daylight Filter fo r Kodak Type A Color Films
to give it the proper color balance.
As to indoor exposure-it just couldn't be
simpler! The distance from lights (and camera)
to your subject determines the lens opening
you use. lt's all spelled out on the exposure
card packed with the film, and by the exposure
guide printed right on the light bar. When the
lights are up close, and therefore most brilliant,

colorful of all picture backgrounds. And this
Christmas-added so easily!
For realize this-if, perhaps, you have yet to
enjoy indoor movie-making: Your movie
camera, regardless of make or model, has a
remarkably fast lens that is as capable of
"seeing" indoors as it is outdoors. Today,
too, indoor lighting equipment is far less expensive, far more versatile, and more certain
of good results than that of the earlier days
of home movies. A featherweight, low-cost light
bar, fitted with remarkably efficient reflector
fiood lamps, is all you need. A light bar that
holds both camera and lamps as a single unit
so that you are foot-loose to change scenes and
follow action wherever it takes you.
Kodachrome in all its wonderful color is the
film to use. And three or four rolls should
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Christmas morning doesn't really need a script.
It writes its own pretty inuch-from the moment the first eye opens. But it may be helpful if we suggest an unusual camera angle for

FOR CHRISTMAS
Let's film much of it, this year, from a child's-eye viewpoint! At least, the early-morning scenes; And realize,
plea.se, that the openin_g sequence below can be filmed on
Christmas Day, or on any day--and then be ~spliced into
your reel,

e.c.u. means extreme close-up; c.u. means close-up; m.s.
means medium shot.

you quite naturally use a small lens opening.
When several feet distant, you use a mediumsize lens opening. And when you're well back
with lights and camera, you open the lens wide.
It's even easier than filming outdoors in sunlight
because the brilliance of the photofloods is
always precisely known.

there's the tree and its ornaments, the wrapped
gifts, and you, yourselves-all an important
part of the Christmas movie. Y ou can begin
this sequence with an introductory shot as the
tree is brought in and fixed to its Standard.
Then the boxes of ornaments and tinsei as they
appear from attic or closet, and, in extreme
close-ups, are affixed to branches. Now the
presents, as hands stack them one on top of
another. Then, from well back, the full scene
the children will see on Christmas morning.
And now a hand-only- pressing a light
switch. Next, all the camera sees are the"softly
glowing tree lights. Then- darkness- as spelled
out with a short length of film shot with a
hand cupped over the lens. And then, perhaps,
the little continuity for Christmas morning
outlined just below ...

Shoof in sequence
Try to start your Christmas movie when you
begin your Christmas preparations. With gift
wrapping. With tree buying. With notes to
Santa and stockings by the fireplace. Tell the
Christmas story-of which Christmas Day is
the climax. Shoot, too, in sequences. There's
an outline below of the most important sequence-and each phase of Christmas suggests
its own. On Christmas Eve, as another example,

e.c.u.
c .u.

Clock face giving the hour Christmas morning.
Your child's first eye opening, and first smile.
(To get the right expression in this Scene. just
waken your yo ungster from night or from nap
with tbe gift of new toy.)

c.u.
c .u.
c.u. '
c.u.

m.s.

a

c.u.
c.u.

c.u.

upstairs hall.

c.u.

swings open and youthful feet pad into the
His hand--knocking on his parents' door.
Adult feet, also reaching for sllppers.
Youthful feet and Legs descending: sta irs.

An over-your-child's-shoulder view of the.. Christ-.
mas tree. (The next several shots are all made io
give the youngs ter's viewpoi:nt.)

m.s.

"Swish" pans of the stocking by the fireplace
Mom by the tree
packages under it ... the star
atop it. (Tlle shooting techniqtie is to train your
camera steadily on one subject-swish to the next
- hold it for a few seconds-swish to the third--etc. Just as a .child's eyes dart from one wonder
to,. another;)

.A camera carry atross the room to Mom, whose

hands hold out tbe first present. .

Young ·hands reach past the camera for the gift.

e.c.u. lts opening--and the exciting toy within.
c.u.
Mom affer ing another gift . . and another.

His feet , from floor Level, reaching for Slippers.
His bedroom door, again from floor level, as it

m.s.

m.s.
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Da.d affering a gift.
Another shdt made over the youngster's shoulder

of all tbe presents and colorfollitter surrounding

him.

Aod now, of course, comes the "big" present··and for this you simp,ly have to change the~
camera's viewpoint so as to capture bis e·xpressi6n. Then, with all the gifts bestowed, yöu'll not
only want a few shots of older members of the
farniiy enjoying their presents. but alSo more
child's-eye close-ups of the youngster playing
with hi$. And remember that your movie camera
will make real cl ose-ups! -Take most of them from

f!oor . level-as cbubby hands assemble, wind.

up-end t he many toys . If there's ·a train set, .sliow
the engine thunderi.ng down upon your camera,
to swing safely by it on a turn. If there's a doll-

hause, film it as viewed by its .proud new owner
and decorator. And be on the alert for priceless
close-ups of Yo ung faces.· Tbere's no other time _
of the yea r so fruitful of opportunities for intimate and unsuspected glimpses of children!

..

Put Your Best Footage Forward
HERE's no trick to editing and titling your
personal movies. While one can make a
T
Hollywood production out of this, it isn't at

all necessary. The simplest step is to assemble
your movies on !arge reels for uninterrupted
showings of 15 minutes-or langer. They'll be
even better if you eliminate any poor scenes
and trim the ones that are obviously too lang.
And there are invariably occasions when you
will want to rearrange scenes to smooth out
your movie story.

Shoot your fit/es
First, shoot the tit.les you need. If you
haven't already made notes, a qu ick run-through
of your films will enable you to jot down a
description of each scene from which you can
write your titles. When to title? Strange as it
may sound, no more than necessary. Often
your movie teils the story by itself and requires
only an opening title. How long should your
titles be? Long enough for you to read them
twice. Even a one-or-two-word title should
remain oo the screen 3 or 4 seconds.
Brownie Movie Camera owners wi ll find the
new Brownie Movie Titler Outfit (illustrated)
a wonderful investment for making not only
titles, but extreme close-ups as weil. The easel
accepts printed or typed titles, snapshots, or
illustrations from periodicals or fo lders. Y ou
can even film scroll titles with it. Complete
with close-up Jensand titling aids, $15.95.

Assemble ancl splice

With your titles on film and your movies to
be edited on hand, you're ready to go. You
should have a rewind. With this you'll need a
splicer (see page 7). lt helps, especially with
8mm film, to have a viewer for judging what
parts may need cutting.
As you wind your films onto !arge reels you
can do your editing and also splice in your
titles. Label each reel and pop it into a labeled
film container. Kodascape Reels are ideal
because they not only provide Ionger shows,
but they feature a new easy-load design,
especially important with 8mm films. Kodascape Film Cans give the protection your films
need. A 200-foot 8mm Reel and Can costs but
$1.25; 400-foot size, $1.85. The 400-foot 16mm
Reel and Can combination is $1.95.
One reel, one subiect
Wherever possible, have one story or subject,
such as a vacation trip, per reel. Of course, all
movie-makers acquire footage of day-to-day
family events that do not tel! a particu!ar story.
However, these scenes are priceless to you and

your family, and most certainly you will want
to assemble them on !arge reels. You can do
this in a chronological order, or ... we suggest
that you assemble a special reel for each
youngster. This can be selected shots, taken
over a period of time, to make up his or her
"growing up" diary.
With the long winter evenings at hand,
now's the time to do your titling and editing.
As you project your finished movies, we're
confident you'll agree that the reward of
smoother, more interesting shows is more than
worth the little time involved.

Can I get stills from

my movies?

:.*
..

:.

HE ANSWER is "yes,"
your movie
shots are weil exposed, sharp, of low conT
trast, and preferably close-ups. Kodak can
providing

make color enlargements for you, but we
don't recommend it unless the shots are
technically excellen t.
Color prints from 8mm Kodachrome frames
are usually limited to 214 x 314 inches ... from
16mm Kodachrome frames, to 4 x 6 inches.
Our Iab experts determine how !arge by gaug ing
the quality and detail of the original. Price
per enlargement is $2.25, regardless of print
size. Prints should be ordered from our Chicago
Iab through y our Kodak dealer. Ask him to
request a Kodachrome Enlargement, Special
Size. The Iab requires 5-frame lengtlls of 8mm
film, 3-frame Jengths of 16mm film, with a
thread inserted in the perforation of the frame
to be printed.
Kodak does not make black-and-white prints
from either color or black-and-white movie
film. Some photofinishers do offer this service.
Check with your dealer.
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Vacation

from Snow
JHILEFEW movie-makers in northern climes

will start southward before the holidays,
many will pack bags and movie equipment
shortly thereafter and head for warm. sands
and sun. For them, these forethoughts:
Get a carrying case for your camera, if you
don' t already have one. Many of today's carrying cases do double duty-carry the camera
when it's not in use, and hold the camera when
it is, thus freeing your hands to make adjustments. These Field Cases pay off on one trip
in convenience and protection.
And you might- if you haven't alreadyinvest in that inexpensive and helpful item
known as the Kodak Skylight F ilter. Especially
if you're going to be doing much shooting over
water or from the air, where there's usually
quite a bit of ultraviolet light which, on color
film, gives scenes an unnatural blueness, The
Skylight Filter absorbs it!
Exposure? Just as back home-for similar
subjects. Which usually means that, down
South, you'll be stopping down a bit from
normal shooting. Not because the days are
warmer. But because many southern scenes
are brighter because of whiter costumes and
buildings, brilliant beaches, sky and clouds.
Using Kodachrome Film up North you'd give
the brightest of thesef/8-/ /11 or / /11-reserving
the familiar stand-by of f/8 for average-bright
subjects in sunlight. You do just the same in
the South!
You will, however, want to observe one
slight change in familiar shooting technique :
Shoot all possible titles for your unfamiliar
subjects. You'll find them ready-made in the
many signs and plaques that identify sites and
sights to you when shooting, and will later

identify them with equal efficiency when you
are showing your movies.
We suggest that you Iook over your movie
targets before you shoot. By this schedule you '11
know better what to film, and from what angle
to film it. And when you do film it, do it in
sequences and not just in shots .. . of which
the simplest example is: first, a title scene; an
introductory full-view vista ; the close-ups and
semi-close-ups that match your personal enjoyment of the subject ; and, finally, another
mid-distance view to sign things off- with, if
possible, a member of your party walking out
of this subject and into the next. Takes your
movie viewers right along with you!

different Gift
... give Duplicates
For a real14

memberofyourfamilywouldn'tlove
to receive footageofyourpersonal movies
---especially if he Jives miles away ! Movies that
show the action and color of your own family
activities, of the children "growing up." Or
what friend who was part of your vacation
movie wouldn't enjoy having his own ptint!
A color duplicate of the scenes you know will
be of interest to them would be a most thoughtJHAT

ful gift. It's a gift no one else could give, and
one that would offer Iasting pleasure.
Even if the lucky recipients don't have a
projector, they can easily borrow or rent one.
For your own use
Gifts are not the only reason for getting
dupes of your best reels. The ones you like the
best, and thus show the most, will be the first
ones to show signs of wear. And occasionally
fire and theft bring irreplaceable loss.
Duplicates are reasonably priced. Check with
your dealer. Kodak will make dupes from 16mm
Kodachrome, and there are indepeQdent laboratories which will duplicate 8mm and 16mm
Kodachrome and black-and-white originals.
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Qifts that Sa4
for someone you know who
shou/d make movies too!

As "MOVIE-MAKER, your advice is often sought

by friends or acquaintances as to what
equipment to buy for their own use or as
gifts for someone eise. If 8mm movies will
answer their needs (as they do for most
fami!ies), tell your friends about these new
8mm gift packages wehaveready for Christmas.
Brownle

Movie Camera Kit, 1/1.9

lncloor-outcloor kits
The f/2.7 Kit includes the Brownie Movie
Camera with f /2.7 Jens, together with the
Brownie 2-Lamp Movie Light and two reflector flood Iamps. For everyday family filming, no 8mm camera makes more satisfy·ing
color movies-indoors or out. Only $38.40.
The de luxe //1.9 Kit features the Brownie
camera with super-fast f / 1.9 Jens, its handy
field case, the Cine-Kodak Folding (4-Iamp)
Movie Light, and four reflector fiood lamps.
Complete, $71.45.

Camera-proiector outfits

The Brownie 300 Movie Outfit incorporates
the Brownie camera with f /2.3 Jens and the
Brownie 300 Movie Projector with a handy
preview screen. Projector will show 8mm
movies up to 3 feet wide. $104.70.
The Brownie 500 Movie Outfit features the
Brownie camera with// 1.9 Jensand the Brownie
500 Movie Projector. In addition, it includes
a camera field case and the Cine-Kodak Folding (4-Iamp) Movie Light. The projector provides 500-watt illumination and screenings up
to 4 feet wide. Outfit price, $144.95.
At the top of the line is the Kodak Super
8 Movie Outfit. It contains the Brownie Movie
Camera, Turret f / 1.9, its field case, and the
Cine-Kodak Showtime 8 Projector. The camera
comes Iens-equipped for telephoto and wideangle as weil as standard movie scenes. The
projector will show 8mm movies big as Iife
--clear across a 5-foot screen. $214.
There's nothing cheap about the "Brownies"
except their prices. The fact that Kodak has
found ways to make excellent equipment to sell
at modest prices does not mean that this
equipment is one whit less precise and dependable than if its quantity were smaller and
its prices higher. This is all by way of stating
that you won't go wrong in recommending
any of these new outfits.
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Let's see your "good shots"! Remember !hat closeups, scenes of simple composition and contrasfing
colars are best. And, of course, they must be sharp.
Send fllm clippings only-please. Three movie
frames from the start or end of a scene a re enough
-only 1/5 of a second's screen action! Address
"Good Shots," Kodok Movie News, Eostman Kodak
Company, Rochester 4, N. Y.

3
1. John M. Jubon, East Millstone, N. J.- Mr. Jubon
shot this close-up of the scarlet tanager during a
bird migration in New Jersey. f/ 8.
2. William C. Larson, lnclianapolis, lncl.- The statue of
this well-known personolity stonds ot the entrance to
Santa Claus, Indiane. f/ 11.

3. Charles 0. Williams, Detroit, Mich.-Recipe for o
wonderful shot: close-up of a colorful blossom with a
blue-sky-and-white-cloud background. f/ 8-f/ 11.
4. John Jay, Williamstown, Mass.- This unposed portrait of o charming skier is all the more pleasing because of the camera angle Mr. Jay used. f/ 8-f/11.
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"Stocking Gifts"

Kodak Field Cases
.Provide full camera
protection. Drop-front
design keeps comera
ready for inslont use.
Priced from ·$4.95.

Cine-Kodak

Duo Splicer Outfit
For _precisi_
o n splicing

of 8mm and 16mm fllms.
Complete with contoiners
and fllm cement. $10.95.

and are subject to change with out notice.

FOR THE MOV IE MAKER ...

Kodak Filter Kits
Compact cases hold
fllters, attachments
in swing-out compartments. Kits for most
movie comeras. From $6.

Kodak Converters
Change comera lens to
wide-angle or telephoto
lens. Fit Brownie
and some Medallion
cameras. $18.50 each.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N. Y.
Return Postage Guaranteed

BULK RATE

U. S. Postage

PAID

Permit 6

Rochester, N. Y.

"Isn't there some way I can get my movie
jilms processed without the inconvenience and
delay of having to take them to a dealer and
then return to pick them up ?" Mr. A. B. S.,
Portland, Oregon.
There is. The next time you buy a roll of
Kodachrome Film, ask your dealer for a
Kodak Processing Label. Affix the bottom half
of the Iabel to the film carton, and then you can
mail your exposed film direct to the nearest
Kodak processing laboratory. You retain the
other half of the Iabel for identification. Kodak
will return your film to the dealer from whom
you obtained the Iabel, and you pay him for
the processing charges when you pick up
your film.

Apropos of our article in this issue on editing
and titling, Mr. D. L. F. of Plainfield, N . J.,

writes in to suggest that movie-makers use the
dull side of the white Ieader strip to write down
dates and a brief description of what's on the
fi lm. When you do shoot your titles, all the
information needed is at hand.

High School Photo Contes#
Not eine, but we want to alert you-so you
can alert your teen-agers-about Kodak's
annual High School Photo Contest. There will
be 128 cash awards this year, totaling $10,400.
The contest runs from January 1 to March 31 ,
1958, but any picture taken since April!, 1957,
can be entered.
Who's eligible? Any public, private, or
parochial school student in the U . S. or its
territorial possessions, in grades 9 through 12.
Any number of snapshots can be entered, taken
on any make of black-and-white fi lm, with any
model camera. Entries can be made in any of
four classes: School Activities ; People-all
ages; Pictorials; Animals and Pets. For further
details and contest aids, write to: Kodak High
School Photo Contest, Rochester 4, N. Y.

EVERY WEEK ENJOY

The Ed Sullivan Show
CBS-TV

THE ADVENTURES OF

OZZIE
"Kodok" and "Brownie" are t rademorks

AND

HARRlET

ABC-TV

